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The Vicious Cycle of Rates and Currencies - Where Does it End? 

• The U.S. Dollar (USD) is a global reserve currency, and as the Fed hikes rates the USD strengthens, 
meaning foreign currencies weaken against it. 

 

• A weakening of a country’s currency increases inflation and prompts the local central bank to hike 
interest rates in order to mitigate that local inflation. 

 

• Ultimately this becomes a vicious cycle of rates and currencies, as higher U.S. yields and a stronger 
USD are typically very negative for global growth. 
 

• As of today, the terminal Fed funds rate is generally expected to end up between 4.5 - 5%. But is 
that the peak? This is what we - and the markets - are trying to solve for. 
 

• If we assume that the Fed’s decision to tighten financial conditions is satisfied with an inversion of 
the 3-month/10-year UST yield curve between -50 to -75 basis points (i.e. the 3-month reaches 4.5 - 
4.75% in 2023) then we may also be able to conclude a 10-year UST terminal yield of roughly 4% (+ 
or -25 basis points). 

 

Jim Caron: Markets are extraordinarily volatile right now. One of the things that we can say is that 

there's a vicious cycle between rates and currencies that helps explain this. The question that the 

market is asking is where does it end? What I'd like to do in this audiocast is go through what we think is 

taking place and how this all plays out.  

The first thing we have to look at is the global risk picture, where we have to look outside of the U.S. to 

explain what's going on inside of the U.S. There's a lot going on with central banks and currencies 

elsewhere. It's not just about U.S. rates and the U.S. currency, although the U.S. currency has a large 

role to play in this. We think of this as a vicious cycle for rates and currencies. 

We all know what the Fed did last week, and Fed policy impacts global monetary policy 

disproportionately. The Fed hiked rates aggressively in terms of their terminal rate forecast. The 75 basis 

points was what we expected but then they increase their terminal rate forecast by 100 basis points 

which was not expected. Again, global monetary policies are disproportionately impacted by the Fed 

because the Fed is the largest central bank in the world - and also because the dollar is a global reserve 

currency. So let's go through some definitions here.  

A reserve currency means that other central banks need to hold the U.S. dollar (USD) in larger quantities 

than other currencies to offset USD liabilities. In other words, it needs to have an ample amount of 

dollars to spend in times of stress. Now these dollars are held in reserve and they are mostly invested in 

U.S. Treasuries to earn some income. As the Fed hikes, interest rates and the USD strengthens, which 

means by definition that other foreign currencies start to weaken against it.  



This creates another problem. A weakening of a country's currency increases inflation and prompts their 

local central bank to hike interest rates in order to strengthen their currency versus the USD to slow 

local inflation. This in turn becomes a bit of a cyclical problem. The other thing that a country can do is 

intervene directly in their currency markets by directly buying their own local currency back. But what 

do they buy back with? Well they buy it back with USD which effectively ends up creating more USD 

strength. To raise USD they can then sell their U.S. Treasury (UST) holdings that can then push U.S. 

Treasury yields higher. A lot of the currencies being held at foreign central banks are in USD, and those 

dollars are invested in treasuries, and those treasuries need to be sold to raise those dollars. And this is 

effectively what creates this vicious cycle.  

This is why we're seeing global interest rates rise. Remember that UK interest rates over the past couple 

of trading sessions are up about 100 basis points. That's quite a large move. Ultimately this vicious cycle 

of rates and currencies does push UST and also pushes the dollar stronger. Which can be negative for 

global growth, noting that many foreign liabilities are priced in USD and spread off of UST yields. As UST 

yields go up it will put pressure on other assets, particularly in emerging markets and in other areas. 

Now let's look at the local picture. The market is essentially asking what is the peak in terminal Fed 

policy rates for this cycle? As I said before, the Fed surprised the markets by increasing the terminal Fed 

funds rate by 100 basis points more than what they previously forecasted. Now the market is thinking it 

may end up anywhere between 4.5 and 5% broadly speaking. The question is though, is that the peak? 

This is what the market is trying to solve for and here's how we're thinking about it. We have to go back 

to Powell's press conference, where he implied that he believed there should be positive real yields 

across the curve and that may be required to sufficiently tighten financial conditions in order to bring 

down inflation.  

Let's assume that level is a 50 basis points real yields across the curve. Remember, a real yield is a 

nominal interest rate minus inflation. But then that begs the question, what's the inflation rate that 

we're using? Well, Powell answers that too, and what he said was that real interest rates should be 

based on the projected inflation level by the Fed, not the spot level. So don't use this 8% CPI number 

that's out there, use what the Fed is telling us inflation will be in the future. That's the math that the Fed 

is doing, and let's just say that the math gets a little bit fuzzy from here on out because now we have to 

take some liberties to extrapolate this to a logical conclusion in terms of how the Fed is actually seeing it 

and why that's important is because we're trying to anticipate their actions.  

So if we take the Fed's projection that inflation falls to 3.5% (the Fed is actually saying 3.1% in 2023, but 

I'm going to say 3.5% just to be a little bit more conservative). Let's say that happens again over the next 

year in 2023, then we can say that a 4% average yield across the entire UST curve is sufficient to satisfy 

the condition that the Fed is discussing of about a 50 basis point real yield across the curve. When we 

think about where yield might be gravitating towards you're going to probably think about that 4% 

average level. Two-year UST yields today around 4.25% and 10-year yields are about 3.75%, but I'm 

saying an average level across the entire curve. That's the way we have to think about things in terms of 

in aggregate. So taking the shape of the yield curve into consideration, we can consider the Feds curve, 

which is the spread between the 3-month UST and the 10-year. That's what the Fed typically looks at 



when it talks about the yield curve. If we assume that the Fed's decision to tighten financial conditions is 

satisfied with an inversion of this curve, where 3-month/10-year curve inverts between 50 and 75 basis 

points meaning that the 3-month ends up 50 or 75 basis points higher than the 10-year yield. That 

would imply that the 3-month gets to 4.5 - 4.75%, pretty darn close to what the Fed is indicating that 

their policy may go to. We then may be able to conclude that the U.S. 10-year terminal yield maybe 

somewhere around 4% - plus or minus 25 basis points with a reasonable degree of confidence all else 

being equal.  

This is the way that we start to think about calculating this and we're making a lot of assumptions but 

we're doing the best we can to try and understand what the Fed is saying and what kind of an impact it 

may have on the markets. Of course there are many conditions that can affect us, not the least of which 

are these foreign flows that I mentioned earlier. But we can use this approach as a reasonable starting 

point to understand at what level does the Fed end it's tightening cycle and reach a terminal rate. 

Perhaps this is why there is a greater confidence in the 4.5 to 5% terminal Fed funds rate than there was 

before. Again, I'm saying 10-year yields will end up around that 4% level plus or minus 25 basis points. I 

think that's a reasonable assessment as to where we think these yields can go to in 2023. I'm just going 

out for one year. Then of course we have to look at 2024, where if inflation refused to fall enough, the 

Fed may have to do more. But that's a risk for a later date as a lot can happen between now and 2024.  

We take this in terms of 12-month investment horizons and we think that longer duration fixed income 

can look attractive around these levels given the 10-year yield today of around 3.75%. That why we're 

saying that maybe the 10-year UST yield gets to 4, maybe 4.25%. This is all very subjective and depends 

on what happens in the future, what happens to inflation, what happens with foreign flows and 

everything else. That is a starting point, where we think we can start to try to make some sense out of 

this market and try to pick some points in the future where we think some of this yield rise may come to 

a conclusion. 

 

RISK CONSIDERATIONS 

Diversification does not eliminate risk of loss. There is no assurance that a portfolio will achieve its 

investment objective. Portfolios are subject to market risk, which is the possibility that the market 

values of securities owned by the portfolio will decline and that the value of portfolio shares may 

therefore be less than what you paid for them. Market values can change daily due to economic and 

other events (e.g. natural disasters, health crises, terrorism, conflicts and social unrest) that affect 

markets, countries, companies or governments. It is difficult to predict the timing, duration, and 

potential adverse effects (e.g. portfolio liquidity) of events. Accordingly, you can lose money investing in 

this portfolio. Please be aware that this portfolio may be subject to certain additional risks. Fixed 

income securities are subject to the ability of an issuer to make timely principal and interest payments 

(credit risk), changes in interest rates (interest-rate risk), the creditworthiness of the issuer and general 

market liquidity (market risk). In a rising interest-rate environment, bond prices may fall and may result 

in periods of volatility and increased portfolio redemptions. In a declining interest-rate environment, the 



portfolio may generate less income. Longer-term securities may be more sensitive to interest rate 

changes. Mortgage- and asset-backed securities are sensitive to early prepayment risk and a higher risk 

of default, and may be hard to value and difficult to sell (liquidity risk). They are also subject to credit, 

market and interest rate risks. Certain U.S. government securities purchased by the Strategy, such as 

those issued by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, are not backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. It is 

possible that these issuers will not have the funds to meet their payment obligations in the future. High-

yield securities (“junk bonds”) are lower-rated securities that may have a higher degree of credit and 

liquidity risk. Public bank loans are subject to liquidity risk and the credit risks of lower-rated securities. 

Foreign securities are subject to currency, political, economic and market risks. The risks of investing 

emerging market countries are greater than risks associated with investments in foreign developed 

countries. Sovereign debt securities are subject to default risk. Derivative instruments may 

disproportionately increase losses and have a significant impact on performance. They also may be 

subject to counterparty, liquidity, valuation, correlation and market risks. Restricted and illiquid 

securities may be more difficult to sell and value than publicly traded securities (liquidity risk). The initial 

interest rate on a floating-rate security may be lower than that of a fixed-rate security of the same 

maturity because investors expect to receive additional income due to future increases in the floating 

security's underlying reference rate. The reference rate could be an index or an interest rate. However, 

there can be no assurance that the reference rate will increase. Some floating-rate securities may be 

subject to call risk. 

 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES: 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The returns referred to in the audio are those of 

representative indices and are not meant to depict the performance of a specific investment. 

There is no guarantee that any investment strategy will work under all market conditions, and each investor 

should evaluate their ability to invest for the long-term, especially during periods of downturn in the market. 

A separately managed account may not be appropriate for all investors. Separate accounts managed according 

to the particular Strategy may include securities that may not necessarily track the performance of a particular 

index. Please consider the investment objectives, risks and fees of the Strategy carefully before investing. A 

minimum asset level is required. 

For important information about the investment managers, please refer to Form ADV Part 2. 

The views and opinions and/or analysis expressed are those of the author or the investment team as of the date of 

preparation of this material and are subject to change at any time without notice due to market or economic 

conditions and may not necessarily come to pass. Furthermore, the views will not be updated or otherwise revised 

to reflect information that subsequently becomes available or circumstances existing, or changes occurring, after 

the date of publication. The views expressed do not reflect the opinions of all investment personnel at Morgan 

Stanley Investment Management (MSIM) and its subsidiaries and affiliates (collectively “the Firm”), and may not 

be reflected in all the strategies and products that the Firm offers. 



Forecasts and/or estimates provided herein are subject to change and may not actually come to pass. Information 

regarding expected market returns and market outlooks is based on the research, analysis and opinions of the 

authors or the investment team. These conclusions are speculative in nature, may not come to pass and are not 

intended to predict the future performance of any specific strategy or product the Firm offers. Future results may 

differ significantly depending on factors such as changes in securities or financial markets or general economic 

conditions. 

This material has been prepared on the basis of publicly available information, internally developed data and other 

third-party sources believed to be reliable. However, no assurances are provided regarding the reliability of such 

information and the Firm has not sought to independently verify information taken from public and third-party 

sources. 

This material is a general communication, which is not impartial and all information provided has been prepared 

solely for informational and educational purposes and does not constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or 

sell any particular security or to adopt any specific investment strategy. The information herein has not been based 

on a consideration of any individual investor circumstances and is not investment advice, nor should it be 

construed in any way as tax, accounting, legal or regulatory advice. To that end, investors should seek independent 

legal and financial advice, including advice as to tax consequences, before making any investment decision. 

The indexes are unmanaged and do not include any expenses, fees or sales charges. It is not possible to invest 

directly in an index. Any index referred to herein is the intellectual property (including registered trademarks) of 

the applicable licensor. Any product based on an index is in no way sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by the 

applicable licensor and it shall not have any liability with respect thereto. 

This material is not a product of Morgan Stanley’s Research Department and should not be regarded as a research 

material or a recommendation. 

The Firm has not authorised financial intermediaries to use and to distribute this material, unless such use and 

distribution is made in accordance with applicable law and regulation. Additionally, financial intermediaries are 

required to satisfy themselves that the information in this material is appropriate for any person to whom they 

provide this material in view of that person’s circumstances and purpose. The Firm shall not be liable for, and 

accepts no liability for, the use or misuse of this material by any such financial intermediary. 

This material may be translated into other languages. Where such a translation is made this English version 

remains definitive. If there are any discrepancies between the English version and any version of this material in 

another language, the English version shall prevail. 

The whole or any part of this material may not be directly or indirectly reproduced, copied, modified, used to 

create a derivative work, performed, displayed, published, posted, licensed, framed, distributed or transmitted or 

any of its contents disclosed to third parties without the Firm’s express written consent. This material may not be 

linked to unless such hyperlink is for personal and non-commercial use. All information contained herein is 

proprietary and is protected under copyright and other applicable law. 

Eaton Vance is part of Morgan Stanley Investment Management. Morgan Stanley Investment  Management is the 

asset management division of Morgan Stanley. 

DISTRIBUTION 



This material is only intended for and will only be distributed to persons resident in jurisdictions where such 

distribution or availability would not be contrary to local laws or regulations. 

MSIM, the asset management division of Morgan Stanley (NYSE: MS), and its affiliates have arrangements in 

place to market each other’s products and services. Each MSIM affiliate is regulated as appropriate in the 

jurisdiction it operates. MSIM’s affiliates are: Eaton Vance Management (International) Limited, Eaton Vance 

Advisers International Ltd, Calvert Research and Management, Eaton Vance Management, Parametric Portfolio 

Associates LLC and Atlanta Capital Management LLC. 

This material has been issued by any one or more of the following entities: 

EMEA: 

This material is for Professional Clients/Accredited Investors only. 

In the EU, MSIM and Eaton Vance materials are issued by MSIM Fund Management (Ireland) Limited (“FMIL”). 

FMIL is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland and is incorporated in Ireland as a private company limited by 

shares with company registration number 616661 and has its registered address at The Observatory, 7-11 Sir John 

Rogerson's Quay, Dublin 2, D02 VC42, Ireland. 

Outside the EU, MSIM materials are issued by Morgan Stanley Investment Management Limited (MSIM Ltd) is 

authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England. Registered No. 1981121. 

Registered Office: 25 Cabot Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 4QA. 

In Switzerland, MSIM materials are issued by Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc, London (Zurich Branch) 

Authorised and regulated by the Eidgenössische Finanzmarktaufsicht ("FINMA"). Registered Office: 

Beethovenstrasse 33, 8002 Zurich, Switzerland. 

Outside the US and EU, Eaton Vance materials are issued by Eaton Vance Management (International) Limited 

(“EVMI”) 125 Old Broad Street, London, EC2N 1AR, UK, which is authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom 

by the Financial Conduct Authority. 

Italy: MSIM FMIL (Milan Branch), (Sede Secondaria di Milano) Palazzo Serbelloni Corso Venezia, 16 20121 Milano, 

Italy. The Netherlands: MSIM FMIL (Amsterdam Branch), Rembrandt Tower, 11th Floor Amstelplein 1 1096HA, 

Netherlands. France: MSIM FMIL (Paris Branch), 61 rue de Monceau 75008 Paris, France. Spain: MSIM FMIL 

(Madrid Branch), Calle Serrano 55, 28006, Madrid, Spain. Germany: MSIM FMIL (Ireland) Limited Frankfurt Branch, 

Große Gallusstraße 18, 60312 Frankfurt am Main, Germany (Gattung: Zweigniederlassung (FDI) gem. § 53b 

KWG). Denmark: MSIM FMIL (Copenhagen Branch), Gorrissen Federspiel, Axel Towers, Axeltorv2, 1609 

Copenhagen V, Denmark. 

MIDDLE EAST: 

Dubai: MSIM Ltd (Representative Office, Unit Precinct 3-7th Floor-Unit 701 and 702, Level 7, Gate Precinct Building 

3, Dubai International Financial Centre, Dubai, 506501, United Arab Emirates. Telephone: +97 (0)14 709 7158). 

U.S.: 

NOT FDIC INSURED | OFFER NO BANK GUARANTEE | MAY LOSE VALUE | NOT INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL 

GOVERNMENT AGENCY | NOT A DEPOSIT 



Latin America (Brazil, Chile Colombia, Mexico, Peru, and Uruguay) 

This material is for use with an institutional investor or a qualified investor only. All information contained herein is 

confidential and is for the exclusive use and review of the intended addressee, and may not be passed on to any 

third party. This material is provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute a public offering, 

solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell for any product, service, security and/or strategy. A decision to invest 

should only be made after reading the strategy documentation and conducting in-depth and independent due 

diligence. 

ASIA PACIFIC 

Hong Kong: This material is disseminated by Morgan Stanley Asia Limited for use in Hong Kong and shall only be 

made available to “professional investors” as defined under the Securities and Futures Ordinance of Hong Kong 

(Cap 571). The contents of this material have not been reviewed nor approved by any regulatory authority 

including the Securities and Futures Commission in Hong Kong. Accordingly, save where an exemption is available 

under the relevant law, this material shall not be issued, circulated, distributed, directed at, or made available to, 

the public in Hong Kong. Singapore: This material is disseminated by Morgan Stanley Investment Management 

Company and should not be considered to be the subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase, whether 

directly or indirectly, to the public or any member of the public in Singapore other than (i) to an institutional 

investor under section 304 of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (“SFA”); (ii) to a “relevant 

person” (which includes an accredited investor) pursuant to section 305 of the SFA, and such distribution is in 

accordance with the conditions specified in section 305 of the SFA; or (iii) otherwise pursuant to, and in 

accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of the SFA. This publication has not been 

reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Australia: This material is disseminated in Australia by Morgan 

Stanley Investment Management (Australia) Pty Limited ACN: 122040037, AFSL No. 314182, which accept 

responsibility for its contents. This publication, and any access to it, is intended only for “wholesale clients” within 

the meaning of the Australian Corporations Act. Calvert Research and Management, ARBN 635 157 434 is 

regulated by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission under U.S. laws which differ from Australian laws. 

Calvert Research and Management is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian financial services licence 

in accordance with class order 03/1100 in respect of the provision of financial services to wholesale clients in 

Australia. 

Japan: 

For professional investors, this material is circulated or distributed for informational purposes only. For those who 

are not professional investors, this material is provided in relation to Morgan Stanley Investment Management 

(Japan) Co., Ltd. (“MSIMJ”)’s business with respect to discretionary investment management agreements (“IMA”) 

and investment advisory agreements (“IAA”). This is not for the purpose of a recommendation or solicitation of 

transactions or offers any particular financial instruments. Under an IMA, with respect to management of assets of 

a client, the client prescribes basic management policies in advance and commissions MSIMJ to make all 

investment decisions based on an analysis of the value, etc. of the securities, and MSIMJ accepts such commission. 

The client shall delegate to MSIMJ the authorities necessary for making investment. MSIMJ exercises the delegated 

authorities based on investment decisions of MSIMJ, and the client shall not make individual instructions. All 

investment profits and losses belong to the clients; principal is not guaranteed. Please consider the investment 

objectives and nature of risks before investing. As an investment advisory fee for an IAA or an IMA, the amount of 

assets subject to the contract multiplied by a certain rate (the upper limit is 2.20% per annum (including tax)) shall 

be incurred in proportion to the contract period. For some strategies, a contingency fee may be incurred in 



addition to the fee mentioned above. Indirect charges also may be incurred, such as brokerage commissions for 

incorporated securities. Since these charges and expenses are different depending on a contract and other factors, 

MSIMJ cannot present the rates, upper limits, etc. in advance. All clients should read the Documents Provided Prior 

to the Conclusion of a Contract carefully before executing an agreement. This material is disseminated in Japan by 

MSIMJ, Registered No. 410 (Director of Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Financial Instruments Firms)), Membership: 

the Japan Securities Dealers Association, The Investment Trusts Association, Japan, the Japan Investment Advisers 

Association and the Type II Financial Instruments Firms Association. 
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